
銀河系の化学進化

小林千晶 (Univ. of Hertfordshire, UK)
Cosmic evolution from z=5 to 0, [O/H] = –5 (blue) to -1 (red); > -1 (white)

Philip Taylor, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jk5bLrVI8Tw



Chemical Enrichment

Q [Fe/H] and [X/Fe] evolve in a galaxy: fossils that retain the 
evolution history of the galaxy → Galactic Archaeology

Nomoto, CK, Tominaga 2013 ARAA

(SNIbc)



GAIA spacecraft http://sci.esa.int/gaia/

Galactic Archaeology

❖ Motions of one billion stars are measured with GAIA.
❖ Ages from asteoseismology COROT, Kepter, K2, TESS…
❖ Elemental Abundances (from Li to Eu) of one million stars 

will be measured with multi-object spectrographs:
u SEGUE (Resolution~1800) on SDSS 
u RAVE (R~7500) on 1.2m UKST
u HERMES on AAT (R~28000/50000)
u APOGEE (R~20000, IR) on SDSS 
u GAIA-ESO with VLT (R~20000/40000)
u WFMOS on Subaru
u WEAVE on WHT (R~5000/20000)
u 4MOST on VISTA (R~5000/18000)
u PFS on Subaru (R~2300-5000)
u MSE (R~2000/6500/20000)

❖ Chemical and dynamical evolution of the Milky Way Galaxy 
are being revealed!

of Milky Way and local dwarf galaxies



Galactic Chemical Evolution (GCE)

d(Zfg )
dt

= ESW +ESNcc +ESNIa − Zψ + ZinflowRinflow − ZRoutflow

Inflow Outflow
Metal ejection rates
• nucleosynthesis yields
• initial mass function (IMF)
• SNIa progenitor model
• nuclear reaction rates

decreased by 
star formation

(1) One-zone model (instantaneous mixing): Tinsley 80, Timmes+ 95, 
Pagel 97, Matteucci 01, Prantzos+ 93,  Chiappini+ 97,  CK+ 00,06,11… Vincenzo+14, Cote+16

given from hydrodynamics in 
(3) chemodynamical simulation

→ inhomogeneous enrichment

Burkert & Hensler 87, Katz 92, Steinmetz & 
Müller 94, Mihos & Hernquist 96, CK 04,…

(2) Stochastic model
Ishimaru+99; Argast+02; 
Cescutti+08; Wehmeyer+15

No instantaneous approximation



New GCE model
❖ New solar abundances
❖ New initial (BBN) abundances
❖ New SNIa yields (CK, Leung, Nomoto 2020, ApJ, 895, 138)

❖ With super-AGB stars (~8-10M8)
❖ With failed SNe at >30M8, keeping Hypernovae >=20M8

❖ Elements up to U with s and r-processes

Nuclei in the Cosmos XII, Cairns 2012 & XIII, Debrecen 2014

CK, Karakas, Lugaro 2020, ApJ, press release tomorrow!



Core-collapse SNe SN1998bwGRB980425
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Nomoto et al. 2002, 2013

Hypernovae → BH
eHN(Z)=0.5-0.01

failed SNe → BH
n-driven explosions failed
No progenitors in HST pre-image

❖ Explosion mechanism??
❖ SN light curves & spectra 

fitting → M, Ekin, M(Fe)

elemental abundance patterns of r-process-rich stars are almost
identical to that in the Sun (Sneden et al. 2008), and of
diversity, where some stars show a deficiency of heavy
r-process elements at A130, similar to the weak r-process
pattern (Honda et al. 2004). In this paper, the following sites
are included for the r-process.

ECSNe—After the super-AGB phase, because of electron
captures 24Mg(e−, ν)24Na(e−, ν)24Ne and 20Ne(e−, ν)20F(e−,
ν)20O, the electron fraction Ye decreases, which can trigger
collapse (Miyaji et al. 1980; Nomoto 1987). The collapsing
O+Ne+Mg cores have a steep surface density gradient and
loosely bound H/He envelope, which can cause prompt
explosions. Indeed, Kitaura et al. (2006) obtained self-
consistent explosions with a 1D hydrodynamical code with
neutrino transport. This is the case for SN 1054, which formed
the Crab Nebula (Nomoto et al. 1982). Although 1D
nucleosynthesis calculations did not have low enough Ye
(Hoffman et al. 2008; Wanajo et al. 2009) for heavy r-process
elements, 2D calculations showed Ye down to 0.40 (Wanajo
et al. 2011), which leads to a weak r-process up to A∼110.
We apply the nucleosynthesis yields from the 2D calculation of
an ECSN from an 8.8Me star (Wanajo et al. 2013) for all
ECSNe. Note that neutrino oscillations may affect the
nucleosynthesis yields of ECSNe (Wu et al. 2014; Pllumbi
et al. 2015).

Neutrino-driven winds (ν-winds)—NSs are born as hot and
dense environments from which neutrinos diffuse out, leading
to a process of mass loss known as ν-driven winds. One-
dimensional hydrodynamical codes with neutrino transport
showed that the conditions of these winds are not suitable for
the occurrence of the r-process (Arcones et al. 2007; Fischer
et al. 2010). Wanajo (2013) confirmed this with semi-analytic
nucleosynthesis calculations, and showed the dependence of
proto-NS mass. Although proto-NSs with masses >2.0Me can
eject heavy r-process elements, the others eject light trans-iron
elements made by quasi-nuclear statistical equilibrium (Sr, Y,
and Zr) and by a weak r-process up to A∼110. Based on the
initial mass to NS mass relation from 1D hydrodynamical
simulations by Arcones et al. (2007), we add the nucleosynth-
esis yields of ν-driven winds from the proto-NS masses 1.4,
1.6, 1.8, and M2.0 : (Wanajo 2013) to our SNe II yields of 13,
15, 20, and 40Me stars, respectively. Similar results to those of
Arcones et al. (2007) are obtained with 2D simulations
(Arcones & Janka 2011), although the impact of multi-
dimensional modeling on nucleosynthesis yields needs to be
studied further.

Neutron star mergers (NSMs)—Compact binary mergers,
i.e., NS–NS and NS–BH mergers, have been considered as a
possible site of the r-process (e.g., Lattimer & Schramm 1974).
Recently, the existence of such an event was confirmed by the

gravitational wave source GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2017a),
associated with an astronomical transient AT 2017gfo (Smartt
et al. 2017; Valenti et al. 2017) and a short γ-ray burst GRB
170817A (Abbott et al. 2017b). The spectra of AT 2017gfo can
be well explained with the emissions peaking in near-infrared
from the dynamical ejecta with heavy r-process elements
including lanthanides, and the emissions peaking at optical
wavelengths from the outflow from BH disks (Metzger &
Fernández 2014; Pian et al. 2017; Tanaka et al. 2017).
Newtonian (Ruffert et al. 1997; Rosswog et al. 1999; Roberts

et al. 2011) and approximate general-relativity (GR; Bauswein
et al. 2013) 3D simulations showed unbound matter of~ - M10 2

:
after NSMs. The ejecta had extremely low Ye<0.1 (Freiburghaus
et al. 1999; Goriely et al. 2011; Bauswein et al. 2013), which can
explain the “universal” r-process pattern (Sneden et al. 2008) at
A 130 but not at A130. However, in a full-GR 3D
simulation with approximate neutrino transport, the dynamical
ejecta exhibit a wide range of Ye∼0.09–0.45, which is in good
agreement with the “universal” r-process pattern for A∼90–240.
We use the nucleosynthesis yields from the 3D-GR calculation of
an NS–NS merger ( +M M1.3 1.3: :; Wanajo et al. 2013) both for
NS–NS and NS–BH mergers. Note that, however, double NS
systems with a mass ratio <1 (Ferdman et al. 2020) might lead to
tidal disruption and larger r-process production. Also, a recent
full-GR simulation of an NS–BH merger ( +M M1.35 5.4: :)
shows a smaller outflow, but the ejecta is very neutron rich
(Kyutoku et al. 2018), so that the nucleosynthesis yields may be
significantly different. Furthermore, the overall outflow may be
dominated by winds from the accretion disks formed after merger
(Radice et al. 2018).
The rate of NS–NS mergers is estimated as 10−5 per year per

galaxy from the Galactic pulsar population (e.g., van den
Heuvel & Lorimer 1996). The delay-time distributions of
NSMs are predicted from binary population synthesis codes
(e.g., Tutukov & Yungelson 1993; Mennekens & Vanbeve-
ren 2014; Belczynski et al. 2018; Kruckow et al. 2018; Vigna-
Gómez et al. 2018), but the results depend on many parameters
that describe uncertain physics such as Roche lobe overflow
and common envelope evolution, as well as on the distribution
of initial binary parameters. We adopt the delay-time distribu-
tions of the standard model from Mennekens & Vanbeveren
(2014) for Z=0.002 and Z=0.02, which are shown in Figure
3 of Mennekens & Vanbeveren (2016), assuming a binary
fraction of 100%; we use the rates at Z=0.002 and Z=0.02
for Z�0.002 and Z�0.02, respectively. Supernova kick is
also one of the most important assumptions for NSM rates, and
an average velocity of 450 km s−1 is adopted in these rates.
With 265 km s−1 (Hobbs et al. 2005), the NS–NS and NS–BH
merger rates are increased by factors of 1.6 and 1.2,
respectively, and with other parameters, these rates can be
increased by factors of ∼20 and ∼30, respectively (Mennekens
& Vanbeveren 2014).
MRSNe—While the explosions of normal core-collapse

supernovae (referred to as SNe II in this paper) are likely to be
triggered by a standing accretion shock instability (e.g.,
Janka 2012), strong magnetic fields and/or fast rotation could
also induce core-collapse supernovae. Such MRSNe are also
considered as an r-process site (Symbalisty 1984; Cameron
2003). Followed by a few axisymmetric magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) simulations (e.g., Takiwaki et al. 2009), a full 3D MHD
simulation is performed for a M15 : star with 5×1012 G,
which shows a clear jet-like explosion (Winteler et al. 2012).

Table 2
Mass Ranges of Core-collapse Supernovae Used in Our Fiducial GCE Model,

and Necessary Conditions for the Explosions

Stellar mass (Me) Rotation Magnetic field

ECSN ∼8.8–9 no no
SNII/Ibc 10–30 no no
failed SN 30–50 no no
HN 20–50 yes weak?
MRSN 25–50 yes strong

Note. See the text for the details.
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Nucleosynthesis Yields

core-collapse SNAGB

super AGB

Also, Woosley & Heger; Limongi & Chieffi

Nomoto, Kobayashi, Tominaga 2013, ARAA (1D, no rotation)

ECSN



Thermonuclear (Type Ia) Supernovae
Thermonuclear explosion in a binary with C+O white dwarf

CK, Leung, Nomoto 2020 for 2D hydrodynamical explosions, nucleosynthesis, & CCE

Single Degenerate (SD) vs Double Degenerate (DD)Ch-mass explosion 
(deflagration or delayed 
detonation) possibly in SD

sub-Ch mass explosion 
(double detonation) in DD and SD

companion star observed (McCully+14)



Type Ia SN explosions (2D)
❖Delayed detonation 

of Ch WD: 1.38M8 C+O
WD, X(C)=X(O)=(1-Z)/2, solar 
composition Z, 
rc=3x109g/cm3, 108K

❖Double detonation of sub-Ch WD: 1M8 C+O
WD including 0.05M8 He envelope, rc=3.2x107g/cm3, 108K

~1s

~1s



The [a/Fe]-[Fe/H] relation

SNII

M,E,Z

SNIa

Lifetime, Z

PopIII PopII PopI?

M,rotation

EMP
~Time

SNII
↑

↓
SNIa

old 
age
↑

↓
young 
age

Solar Neighborhood



Neutron-capture processes
AGB star Neutron Star Merger

Magneto-
rotational 
Supernovae

Electron Capture 
Supernovae

CK, Karakas, Lugaro 2020





[Eu/Fe]-[Fe/H]

Hansen+17; Roederer+16; NLTE Zhao+16; HERMES-GALAH
Neutron star mergers alone cannot reproduce the observations.

Chemo-hydrodynamical Simulation
Chris Haynes & CK 2019



The Origin of Elements

dotted lines: solar values※Purely theoretical, no empirical equations.

CK, Karakas, Lugaro 2020, ApJ



The Milky Way (MW) Galaxy

Bulge
Thin disk

Thick Disk
Halo

What was the main physical process of each component?



MW bulge, thin disk, thick disk, halo

The strongest 
observational  
constraint: 
Metallicity 
Distribution 
Function (MDF) →



Milky Way-type galaxy
Initial Condition: lCDM fluctuated sphere with l~0.1, r~3Mpc, 

Mtot~1012 M8, Ntot~120.000, Mgas~106 M8, MDM~107 M8

(CK & Nakasato 2011, ApJ, 729, 16) 
Face on Edge on

Similar results obtained also with Aquarius Initial Condition (CK 2015).
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EO
Fe EO

Fe

Nbody+SPH(Gadget-3)+

SNIa
SD(CK+98,09)
or DD (sub-Ch)

SNII/HN (CK+06)

Cooling(Z)
(Sutherland&Dopita93)

Feedback
100% thermal
to NFB~72
Kinetic? Momentum?

BH,NS,WD

UV background radiation
(Haardt & Madau 1996)

Stellar Wind

Growth
accretion∝Bondi-Hoyle
merger

∝Macc

BH

BH Formation
Z=0, r>rcrit,1000M8

Star Formation
∇･v<0, tcool<tdyn, tdyn<tsound
tsf=tdyn/c, c=0.02-0.1, Kroupa IMF
Density criteria? Magnetic fields?



Star Formation History depends on environment
Bulge r<1, Solar Neighborhood: 7.5<r<8.5,|z|<0.5 kpc

CK & Nakasato 2011



Metallicity Map

Hayden+14, APOGEE

ü Radial gradient
ü Vertical gradient
low-mass stellar mass 
weighted, projected



[O/Fe] Map

✘ Radial gradient
ü Vertical gradient
low-mass stellar mass 
weighted, projected

Ho+17, APOGEE+LAMOST
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[O/Fe]-[Fe/H] relations

Solar Neighborhood



New Milky Way-type galaxy
Aquila Initial Condition (Scannapieco+12), 3x105M8, 0.5kpc 

CK 2015; Haynes & CK 2019; Vincenzo & CK 2020; CK 2021



Q1/3
What is “inside-out” 

formation of galaxies?
❖ Hydrodynamical simulations allow us to look back

the galaxy disc and measure the properties as a 
function of radius.

❖ Since Galaxy radius itself grow, we normalize them 
by the half-mass radius at each time:

d/d1/2

Vincenzo & CK 2020, MNRAS, 496, 80



Radial dependence of SF,infall,outflow
❖ Inside-out infall
❖ Inside-out star formation
❖ Outside-in outflow



Universal outflow/infall profile

Vincenzo & CK 2020



Q2/3
What is the role of gas 

flows in disc formation?
We traced the orbits of gas particles in present-

day disc and identified:

infall (dpresent < dpast & hpresent < hpast)
radial flow (dpresent < dpast & hpresent ~ hpast)

d: galactosentric distance, h: height from the disc plane

Vincenzo & CK 2020, MNRAS, 496, 80



Tracing gas particles at each radius…
desity height                    [Fe/H]                     [a/Fe]

ga
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Gas flows – tracing gas particles

Vincenzo & CK 2020

Infall: metal-poor, low a

Radial inflow: 
metal-rich, high a



[Fe/H] of gas infall & radial flow

Vincenzo & CK 2020

Infall: metal-poor, low a

Radial inflow: 
metal-rich, high a



[O/Fe] of gas infall & radial flow

Vincenzo & CK 2020

Infall: metal-poor, low a

Radial inflow: 
metal-rich, high a



Q3/3
What is the role of stellar 

migration in disc evolution?

We traced the birth places of the star particles 
in present-day thin-disc back and identified:

migration (rpresent != rbirth)

Vincenzo & CK 2020, MNRAS, 496, 80



Migration – tracing the stellar birth place

Vincenzo & CK 2020

Migration, outwards



Migration – outwards!

Vincenzo & CK 2020

N-body simulations →
(Martinez-Medina+16)



Metallicity radial gradient

Vincenzo & CK 2020

lookback time [Gyr]now z~1

Flattening 
due to 
migration



Origin of high-a population 
(thick disk)?

❖If disk heating, age 
difference is not 
expected

❖If migration, rotation 
difference is not 
expected

Vincenzo & CK 2020→Satellite accretion



Chemical Evolution (CE) of MW
❖ Classical bulge formed by gas-rich mergers/assembly in a 

short-timescale (z>1.5). Short CE timescale & high CE 
efficiency result in old, metal-rich, and high a/Fe stars.

❖ Stellar halo built up by mergers/stellar accretion of globular 
clusters (rather than dSph galaxies) to form Gaia-Enceladus 
and Sequoia streams. Short CE timescale but low CE 
efficiency result in old, metal-poor ([Fe/H] ~ -1.6), and high 
a/Fe stars. Many CEMP.

❖ Thick disk formed by stellar accretion (old age & no rotation), 
disk heating, or in-situ (dual or parallel flows)?

❖ Thin disk formed inside-out gas accretion and star formation, 
which create a metallicity radial gradient. Outflow occurs 
outside-in, following the universal outflow/infall profile. Radial 
inflow (~0.7km/s) steepens the metallicity gradient, while 
outward stellar migration (timescale ~5Gyr) flattens the 
gradient by 0.05 dex. Young, metal-rich, and low a/Fe stars.

❖ Pseudo bulge probably formed by secular evolution.
❖ Topics not covered: The first stars? (Ishigaki et al. 2018), 

Satellite dwarf galaxies? (Hayashi et al.)


